EntreCulturas
Companion Reader Edition
Proficiency-driven Spanish 1, 2, 3, 4 Language and Culture Program

EntreCulturas is available in digital-only format or as a digital-print bundle. Learning Site®, consisting of Flextext®, Explorer®, and Mi Portafolio, can be accessed on any device.

- Interculturality
- Authentic Resources
- Unit Goals and Essential Questions
- Real-world Tasks
- Performance-based Summative and Formative Assessments
- Student Portfolio
- Vocabulary and Grammar in Context
- Enhance language conversations with Nualang
- ACTFL World-Readiness Alignment
Unit Goals
- Exchange information about your life at school, including people, places, calendars, schedules, and academic activities.
- Interpret images, videos, schedules, and calendars to gain insights into what school life is like in Spain.
- Present information about your own life at school.
- Investigate and reflect on how a country’s educational system mirrors cultural values and perspectives.

Unit Goals and Essential Questions
Learners are guided by goals and essential questions at the beginning of every unit. Educators evaluate student progress toward unit goals through the formative assessments found in each En camino.

Essential Questions
- What phases, people, and activities define student life?
- How is student life at my school similar to and different from student life at a school in Costa Rica?
- How do schools reflect the values of their communities?

Companion Readers
Readers include activities, a glossary, and more. Each supports the themes, Essential Questions, language structures, and vocabulary found in the text.

Explora
Real-world Tasks
In Explora, learners complete relevant real-world tasks that promote student choice and higher-level thinking.

Performance-based Assessments
Performance-based tasks and assessments allow learners to demonstrate what they can do. EntreCulturas includes formative assessments and a summative IPA for each unit, as well as midterm and final IPA exams, rubrics, and strategies for performance-based assessment.

Can-Do Statements
Students upload evidence of their performance to their online portfolios, using communicative and intercultural Can-Dos.

Vocab and Grammar In Context
Comprehensible input and contextual tasks accelerate language acquisition throughout the series.

Infographics
Infographics give a great glimpse into everyday life, allowing students to make cultural comparisons using images and text.

Authentic Resources
Maps, articles, videos, and more throughout the EntreCulturas series tie into lessons and activities.

Learn more about the series.